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Abstract
The constitutionalisation of the European Union has since the early 1990s become a truism in
European studies. This article revisits the constitutionalisation theory drawing on the insights from
emerging historical research and new strands of political science research. We find that the
conventional constitutional narrative is less convincing when confronted with the new evidence from
historical and political science research. New historical research show that Member State
governments, administrations and courts have generally been rather reluctant to embrace the
constitutional project of the ECJ. Furthermore, at the level of European politics, the ECJ and its case
law have far from judicialized European decision‐making to the extent often claimed. Concluding,
we reject the notion that the ECJ has successfully constitutionalised the EU, emphasising instead the
inherent tensions in the process, which continue to complicate the efficiency of European law.

Introduction
Since the early 1990s, it has been a truism in European studies that the European Court of Justice
(ECJ) successfully constitutionalised the European Union (EU). Through its case law, the ECJ
transformed the Treaties of Rome into a proto-federal constitution, thereby turning law into a central
dynamic of European integration. As a consequence, the EU has been thoroughly judicialised to the
extent that European politics is framed and often decided by law. 3 This article fundamentally
questions this truism and offers an alternative interpretation of how European law has developed from
1950 to the present, grounded in new empirical research by legal historians, sociologists and political
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scientists. Before we begin, however, let us briefly take a closer look at the key elements of the
standard interpretation of the historical development of European law.
The notion that European law had been constitutionalised was originally launched in 1981 by the
American legal scholar Eric Stein.4 In the mid-1980s, a major research project at the Department of
Law of the European University Institute (EUI) led by the Italian Professor Mauro Cappelletti,
together with a young Joseph Weiler, further developed Stein’s original idea into a broader
explanation of ‘integration through law’.5 In his doctoral thesis and later publications, Weiler argued
that constitutionalisation through ECJ case law from the mid-1960s had transformed European law
into a binding legal order with directly effective legal norms, supported by strong enforcement
mechanisms. National governments tacitly acquiesced to this development because there had been a
certain balance between law and politics in the European Community (EC) ever since the
Luxembourg compromise of 1966 had granted national governments an informal veto right in the
legislative process. Weiler emphasised that there was no direct causal link between the two spheres
of law and politics, but he nevertheless maintained that there was a nexus in which developments in
one sphere influenced the other.6 When the Single European Act (SEA) in 1986 introduced majority
voting for Single Market legislation, Weiler wondered if the result would be that national
governments would curb the competences of the ECJ and limit judicial influence on the integration
process.7 With the renewed success of European integration in the last half of the 1980s and early
1990s, Weiler’s explanation of the role of European law in the integration process became
mainstream in European studies. Therefore, it was only natural that a new young generation of
American political scientists, fascinated by the revival of Europe at the end of the Cold War, would
take Weiler and the ‘integration through law’ explanation as the starting point of their own inquiry
into European law.8
Drawing on old disciplinary debates within political science, the new generation of American political
scientists translated the notions of ‘constitutionalisation’ and ‘integration through law’ into a neofunctional theory, claiming that legal integration constituted a progressive and self-reinforcing
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dynamic of European integration fuelled by economic and social interests.9 Competing explanations
offered a new degree of precision about just how ‘integration through law’ worked. Alec Stone Sweet
and Thomas L. Brunell argued, based on large-scale quantitative research, that the litigation of firms
seeking trade liberalisation developed into a virtuous circle of legal integration. The case law of the
ECJ that generally favoured liberalisation was codified by Council legislation facilitating further
liberalisation and in turn more litigation.10 In contrast, Karen Alter focused on how lower national
courts cooperated with the ECJ in developing the European legal order in a power struggle against
national courts of last instance.11 Political scientists, such as Stone Sweet and Kelemen, tended to
dismiss Weiler’s fear of a backlash of European law in the wake of the SEA. Instead, ‘integration
through law’ empowered the ECJ to such a degree that it came to influence and even dominate
European politics. ‘Constitutionalisation’ thus led to a most thorough judicialisation of European
integration.12 New sociological research has explored judicialisation in detail, focusing on how jurists
and European law were crucial in empowering the supranational institutions. Constitutionalisation
thus turned European law into the very backbone of the European polity, defining the very stage of
European politics.13 Recently scholars have even claimed that democratically elected institutions had
insufficient legislative tools that could address the increasingly powerful role of the ECJ and the
European legal order 14 , whereas others posit that member states could have re-contracted their
relationship with the ECJ but never did, and instead they adapted to both constitutionalisation and
judicialisation.15
Legal scholars have generally not gone to the same extremes as political scientists in their assessment
of the degree to which the EU has been judicialised. However, they still rely on Weiler’s historical
interpretation of how European law developed until the early 1990s, even if they are now much more
critical about its normative implications. 16 Standard textbooks understand European law as
constitutional in nature and quite naturally incorporate the notion of ‘constitutionalisation’ and
‘integration through law’ as key explanations of this state of affairs.17 There are variations in how
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legal scholars understand the constitutional nature of the EU. In the reaction to the Maastricht Treaty
and the famous Maastricht judgment of the German Bundesverfassungsgericht in 1993, which (as we
shall see below) undermined the constitutional nature of the EU, legal scholars developed theories of
‘constitutional dialogue’ or ‘constitutionalism beyond the state’ to reflect the new reality in which a
European constitution co-existed with national constitutions.18 In parallel, numerous legal scholars
began to question the constitutional nature of the EU more fundamentally. Peter Lindseth, for
example, has highlighted the complexity of the legal sources of European law and emphasised their
administrative nature 19 , whereas Dieter Grimm has underlined that the EU is not yet fully
constitutional because it has not yet experienced a constitutional moment that could secure popular
legitimacy.20 Despite these critical views, legal studies in the mainstream maintain that European law
has been constitutionalised and subscribe to the ‘integration through law’ interpretation when
explaining its history. As we shall see below, this is hardly surprising given the fact that the discipline
of European law itself played a central role in producing a constitutional discourse in European law.
This article will revisit the mainstream interpretation of the history of European law based on a wide
range of new empirical studies. Those studies include both new archive-based historical research that
has come out in the last decade and new empirical research by political scientists on the most recent
period. The article brings together these new empirical insights, and on this basis offers a new
interpretation of the history of European law. To avoid misunderstandings, we emphasise that we are
not providing a systematic, doctrinal history of European law, nor do we take a normative stance
about whether European law should be considered constitutional, administrative or international in
nature. What we have written is a legal history of the social practices of actors and institutions battling
over how European law should develop; it is a history placed in the broader context of the process of
European integration. As a result, the text has been given the shape of a chronological narrative that
explores the factors, actors, contingencies, unintended consequences and contexts that shaped
European law. It offers a new, empirically grounded, multi-causal explanation of how European law
has developed since 1950, not a new political science theory.21
At the heart of the article is a reconceptualisation of the notion of ‘constitutionalisation’. To improve
analytical clarity, we employ the concept of ‘constitutional practice’ 22 to characterise the various
activities of the ECJ, the Commission, the European Parliament and European legal academia that
contributed to create a full-blown European constitutionalism. We contend that the constitutional
practice included two key elements, namely, a constitutional interpretation of European law that was
introduced in the early 1960s and later a legitimating constitutional discourse, which only fully
developed in the 1980s.23 The ultimate long-term aim of the constitutional practice of European law
18
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was to build the groundwork for a federal Europe, or at least to consolidate the autonomy of the
supranational institutions. To achieve this, the codification of the constitutional ECJ case law in
combination with federalist treaty reform was the objective. It is a key argument of the article that
although the constitutional practice was successful in establishing a constitutional interpretation of
European law and legitimating discourse, pushback from a majority of national governments blocked
the road to codification and federalist treaty reform.24 Similarly, although the constitutional legal
order gave rise to processes of judicialisation from the 1980s onwards, our analysis demonstrates that
in many instances these processes could be navigated and contained by the member states.
Judicialisation did not overtake politics.
The article proceeds in the first section to explore how the failure of European federalism, to which
European constitutionalism was intimately connected, created a mismatch between the political and
legal sphere of the EC/EU. The second section then traces how a constitutional practice of European
law emerged and gradually consolidated from 1960s to the early 1990s. In the third section we analyse
how member states perceived and reacted to this development before 1993. Finally, we will explore
how the constitutional practice and the various processes of judicialisation it created developed from
1993 to the present day.
European Federalism and State Power
The constitutional practice of European law has always been intimately connected with the history of
European federalism. Not only did a constitutional interpretation of European law first emerge in the
early 1960s because it was promoted by the supranational institutions with a federalist outlook, but
the establishment of a constitutional legal order always assumed that the political step towards
establishing a European federation would somehow follow later. To understand the historical context
of European legal integration, we therefore briefly explore the history of European federalism, its
influence on the European construction, and how member state power has continuously curbed and
limited federalist influence.
European federalism emerged as an important and relatively potent political force in the wake of the
Second World War. Between the late 1940s and the mid-1950s, there were two failed attempts to
establish a constitutionally based European federation. The first proposal in 1949 aimed to establish
a directly elected constituent European parliament within the framework of the Council of Europe,
but was rejected by sceptical British and Scandinavian governments. With the acceleration of the
process of European integration in the early 1950s, including the formation of the European Coal and
contentious terms were used interchangeably with ‘constitutional’, such as ‘supranational’, ‘autonomous’, or indeed the
term used by the ECJ from 1963 onwards, ‘new legal order’. Clearly these alternative terms were not identical in their
legal implications, but they reflected the wish to separate European law from international law and move it towards state
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the broad aspirations of the alliance mentioned above and that it clarifies the various links to European federalism that
the alternative terminology historically has attempted to hide. It is important to point out, however, that many of the actors
that promoted a constitutional practice did not necessarily have the same objective with regard to the ultimate
development of a unified Europe. Nevertheless, although a constitutional approach to European law did not always imply
the full support to a European federal state, it did usually mean support for a politically strong and a legally and
institutionally autonomous EC/EU.
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Steel Community (ECSC) and the negotiations on the establishment of a European Defence
Community (EDC), there was a new attempt to create a European Political Community (EPC). The
EPC would include both a directly elected parliament, as part of a two-chamber system, and a
European constitutional court. However, also this attempt failed when the French National Assembly
rejected the EDC treaty in the summer of 1954.25
With the establishment of the European Communities (EC) in 1958, the integration process became
decidedly more focused on economic integration. Compared to the ECSC and the plans for the EPC,
national governments took centre stage in the EC and the powers of the supranational institutions
were scaled back, at least to an extent. This did not deter the supranational institutions from pursuing
federalist reform after 1958. The European Commission did so twice, first under the leadership of
Commission president Walter Hallstein in the mid-1960s and second in the early 1990s, led by
president Jacques Delors. Both presidents attempted to furnish the Commission with genuine political
autonomy, proposing to grant it powers of taxation and a more independent role in the legislative and
administrative process. Both these attempts were crushed by national governments, which instead
strengthened their own individual and collective power with the introduction of the informal national
veto right in the Luxembourg Compromise of 1966 and the pillar structure of the Maastricht Treaty
of 1992 that limited the powers of the supranational institutions to the first pillar of the new EU. After
the first direct elections had furnished it with popular legitimacy, the European Parliament also
pushed for major institutional reform of the EC and proposed a Draft Treaty establishing a European
Union in 1984. Again, a majority of national governments were not inclined to act on the proposal. 26
The final attempt to move Europe in a federal direction was the Constitutional Treaty, which was
rejected in the Dutch and French referenda of 2005. This treaty represented an earnest attempt by
federalist politicians and the supranational institutions to develop a single constitutional framework
for the EU and furnish it with popular legitimacy. It is true that the most openly federalist features of
the Constitutional Treaty, such as the explicit mentioning of the federal objective of the union, was
removed during the final intergovernmental conference. National governments also firmly
maintained the kompetenz-kompetenz to make future treaty revisions. Nevertheless, the Constitutional
Treaty represented a wholesale codification of the constitutional nature of the EU, including the title,
a bill of rights and the codification of the primacy of European law. The Constitutional Treaty thus
represented a unique chance to finally obtain a formal and popular endorsement of a constitutional
framework for EU.27
With the rejection of the Constitutional Treaty, the federal dream once again ran asunder. Although
the Treaty of Lisbon in 2009 picked up most of the planned institutional reforms, the new treaty did
not constitute an independent constitutional document but merely amended existing treaties.
Crucially, it represented a clear rejection of the constitutional nature of the EU, leaving out all
constitutional vocabulary. 28 While European federalism may not have succeeded in taking the
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decisive step towards a European federal state, its influence is still significant, even if progress has
been incremental and less high-profile. Apart from the constitutional practice in European law, which
we will explore below, the introduction of direct elections for the European Parliament and the
gradual expansion of latter’s role in the legislative process from the Single European Act onwards
was inspired by federalist thinking. However, such incremental developments did not fundamentally
change the extent to which state power played and continues to play the central role in the European
construction.
The role of state power was central from the very beginning of the process of European integration.
The Treaty of Paris that established the ECSC used a federal template for the institutional setup,
including an Assembly, a Council of Ministers (senate), a High Authority (government) and a
European Court of Justice (ECJ). However, as the ECSC began its work in the 1950s, it turned out
that the High Authority could do little without the support of national governments. The latter
effectively blocked important objectives of the Treaty of Paris, such as competition policy, from
becoming a reality.29 This was a lesson learned when the Treaties of Rome were negotiated. The new
approach to integration accepted that progress depended on the political will of the member states.
The Council of Ministers thus became the legislative centre in the new Communities, while the
Commission was granted the right of initiative. Likewise, the implementation and application of
European legislation would almost exclusively rest with national administrations and courts, with
only a limited role for the Commission and the ECJ. This did not mean that a long-term federalising
potential was completely lost. During the transitional period (before 1970), the introduction of
majority voting in the Council was planned. Moreover, there was an option to grant the Assembly
direct elections. Finally, both the Commission and the ECJ maintained independent roles in the
institutional machinery.30
In the end, the development of the EC resembled the experience of the ECSC. Although the Hallstein
Commission endeavoured to gradually federalise the EC, the member states quickly increased their
control. Not only was the introduction of majority voting delayed indefinitely with the introduction
of the informal national veto in the Luxembourg compromise in 1966, the emergence of the
COREPER from the early 1960s onwards demonstrated that national governments and
administrations wanted to monitor and influence both the agenda setting of the Commission and its
(limited) administrative functions.31 Thus, by the 1960s the role of the Commission as the leading
political force in the EC had already waned. Instead, the member states established the European
Council in 1975 to set the general agenda of the EC.32 It was the latter, albeit helped by a revitalised
Commission under the leadership of Delors, that became the decision-making centre for the wave of
reforms that reinvigorated European integration from 1985 to 1993. 33 As we saw above, the majority
29
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of national governments rejected the proposal of the Delors Commission to take the Maastricht Treaty
in a federal direction. The new EU was a composite construction that maintained the supranational
elements of the EC in the first pillar but introduced a new intergovernmental mode of cooperation in
the two new pillars and cemented the status of the European Council as the leading institution.34 With
the exception of the failed Constitutional Treaty, the dominance of state power in the Union has not
been challenged, not even during the major crisis for the European Economic and Monetary Union
(EMU) in the wake of the 2007 financial crisis. Solutions to the instability of the EMU, including the
banking union, were created without building up the autonomous fiscal capacity of the EU, just as
the opportunity to institutionalise European solidarity with a euro-bond was ignored. The locus of
political power has remained with the national governments collectively, even as it is obvious that
the gradual expansion of European integration to new policy fields has begun to seriously constrain
the policy choices of individual member states.
The failure of European federalism traced above, along with the continued and arguably increasing
prominence of the intergovernmental pillar, stand in clear contrast to the fact that a constitutional
practice developed in European law. Before we explore how this happened, we briefly point out two
fundamental ways in which the broader political context impacted the development of European law.
On the one hand, federalist ideology deeply influenced the worldview and programme of the
supranational institutions from 1951 onwards. This provided the key impetus for the development of
a constitutional practice in European law. On the other hand, the general failure of European
federalism explains why the European construction was based on treaties of international law and not
a constitutional document. As a result, the political system that developed in the EC/EU would
become deeply influenced by and enmeshed with the executive and administrative power of the
member states. The EC did not develop a fully autonomous federal layer of institutions that ran
European public policies; instead, member state power and representatives were present at every step
of public policy making and administration. 35 As we shall see in the next two sections, the
development of a constitutional practice in European law essentially created a mismatch between a
constitutional and proto-federal European legal order and a European political system that was not
fully autonomous or federal in character. This mismatch has not yet been fully resolved.
Establishment of a constitutional practice in European law before 1993
Given the failure of European federalism, it is quite a paradox that a constitutional practice in
European law had become well entrenched in the European construction around 1990. The next two
sections will offer an explanation of how this could happen. In the first section, we shall trace the
emergence and development of a constitutional practice at the European level. The second section
will both explain why the member states did not stop this development, but also demonstrate that
widespread resistance among key national actors hindered the acceptance and codification of the new
constitutional legal order.

34
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It is now well documented that the historical roots of the constitutional interpretation of European
law can be found in the federalist ideology of the 1950s, which became the household religion of both
the High Authority under Jean Monnet (1952-1955) and the EEC Commission under Walter Hallstein
(1958-1967). In particular, the Hallstein Commission worked hard during the first half of the 1960s
to federalise the EC, and law was considered a crucial tool. It was not an easy task to determine how
to convince the ECJ to approach the European treaties as the constitution of a future European
federation. The Treaties of Rome had strengthened the role of the member states in the new EC at the
expense of the supranational institutions.36 There was also very little support for a constitutional
interpretation among the most prominent professors of international law and the national legal elites
in the 1950s and early 1960s.37
Despite these obstacles, a breakthrough for the constitutional interpretation of European law came in
1963-1964 with the ECJ’s Van Gend en Loos and Costa v. E.N.E.L. judgments. This revolution was
not the result of a momentous watershed in societal demand in favour of a stronger European legal
order or a breakthrough for the legal service’s constitutional interpretation among national legal elites
or academics. Rather, several independent developments combined to produce the breakthrough.
Firstly, Gaudet and the legal service developed a constitutional reading of the Treaties of Rome that
involved a less explicit focus on the federal objective of the treaties. A constitutional interpretation
of European law was now justified by the need to underpin the common market with a coherent and
well enforced European legal order. 38 Secondly, Dutch courts brought the preliminary reference
mechanism of article 177 (EEC Treaty) to life, sending 13 of the first 15 cases. This activism was
caused by a combination of the unique constitutional reforms in the 1950s that gave primacy to selfexecuting international law in the Dutch legal order, the existence of large multi-national firms that
decided to explore through litigation the extent to which the new legal framework of the Treaties of
Rome could be used to liberalise the Dutch economy and a strong tradition of internationally oriented
lawyers. 39 The third factor that helped bring about the legal revolution was the changes in the
composition of the ECJ bench, with the addition in 1962 of two new judges, the former French
minister and Christian democrat Robert Lecourt and the Italian professor of civil law Alberto
Trabucchi. Both were nominated under highly peculiar and unique circumstances. 40
With the two judgments, which introduced the direct effect and the primacy of European law,
respectively, the ECJ established the foundational pillars of a proto-federal legal order and
transformed the preliminary reference mechanism of article 177 into an enforcement system fuelled
by private litigation.41 The ECJ also emphasised the autonomous nature of European law and how
the latter were to be interpreted in light of the objectives of the treaties. The Court was careful,
36
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however, not to shroud these doctrinal innovations in a constitutional language, instead characterising
European law as constituting a ‘new legal order’42. This terminology made it easier to gain support
in favour of the new interpretation both inside the ECJ and in the broader community of lawyers and
legal scholars because it left the exact nature of European law open. Most were probably still aware
that the new terminology aside, the ECJ had embraced a constitutional understanding of European
law, albeit one that was clearly adapted to the limitations of the EC.43
These two judgments were celebrated by the Hallstein Commission and the European Parliament as
a major breakthrough for Europe. In a comment to the report of the European Parliament on the
judgments, Hallstein argued that only the legal science could answer the ‘big political issue’. 44 The
establishment of the legal component of the federal agenda of Hallstein had been achieved. The Court
had now taken sides in the battle over the political finalité of European integration.45 The success of
Hallstein’s federal project proved short-lived. When the Commission attempted to push for the
creation of autonomous financial resources and institutional reform in the spring of 1965, it ended in
defeat when the French government boycotted the Council in the Empty Chair Crisis. In 1967,
Hallstein was forced to resign and the heyday of Commission activism was over.
How was it possible after the defeat of Hallstein’s project for the legal component to survive and even
gradually develop into a broad constitutional practice by the early 1990s? Recent advances in
historical research allow us to offer for the first time an empirically grounded explanation of this
paradox. Let us begin by analysing how the first component of the constitutional practice, the
constitutional and proto-federal European legal order, developed. Despite the demise of the Hallstein
Commission, the supranational alliance that had crystallised in 1965 in support of a constitutional
understanding of European law was maintained in the decades that followed. The legal service of the
Commission continued to promote a constitutional interpretation of European law. The service was
temporarily weakened after Gaudet stepped down in 1969. However, when Claus-Dieter Ehlermann
stepped in from 1977 to 1986, efforts to develop a broad constitutional practice were accelerated. The
legal committee of the European Parliament would also continue to promote and legitimise the case
law of the ECJ. To both the Commission and the European Parliament, the constitutional
interpretation of European law constituted an important source of self-empowerment in the
institutional battles with the Council pillar of the EC. One way to use the constitutional case law in
42
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these institutional battles involved the notion of the acquis communautaire, the sum of all formal and
informal decisions of the EC, which according to the Commission included the constitutional case
law of the ECJ, even if it was not codified. Both the Commission and the European Parliament used
the acquis communautaire as the starting point for talks on institutional reform from the 1970s
onwards.46 Another way went directly to the courtroom of the ECJ. The Court proved most willing
to support other supranational institutions in key cases on institutional matters, such as ERTA in 1971
on the external competences of the EC and Isoglucose in 1980 on the right of the European Parliament
to have a say in improved consultation on draft legislation accepted before the ECJ.47
There is no doubt that the continued support of two other supranational institutions was crucial to the
ECJ. However, this does not explain how the Court, despite recurrent changes in its composition,
maintained a coherent constitutional interpretation of European law from 1963 to the early 1990s.
Here, the key was the continued nomination of judges with a constitutional outlook. Several of the
judges entering the Court between 1967 and 1970 held federalist views, including Pierre Pescatore
(L) and Hans Kutscher (G). Both Pescatore and Kutcher replaced judges who had been sceptical of
the legal revolution of 1963-64, and they became prominent figures in the Court. With Lecourt as
President from 1967 to 1976 and Kutscher as President from 1976 to 1980, the Court was ready for
a highly activist period. We know from recent historical analysis of how ECJ judges have been
nominated that domestic party politics, bureaucratic influence and personal connections dominated
the process, not any clearly defined national interest in favour of or against the constitutional
interpretation of European law. 48 The best explanation of why new judges and advocate generals
generally shared the constitutional interpretation of European law is therefore that they reflected the
pro-European views of the governmental coalitions that picked them. The only member states in
which governments or governing coalitions occasionally did not hold pro-European views were
Britain, France and Denmark. However, even French governments never seriously intended to
jeopardise France’s EC membership, and they nominated judges who were among the strongest
supporters of the constitutional interpretation of European law, namely, Lecourt (1962-1976) and
Adolphe Touffait (1976-1982). In addition to the nomination of judges with a pro-European outlook,
socialisation inside the ECJ probably also played a role, particularly when the Court expanded as a
result of the continued enlargements in the 1980s and 1990s.49
Another key factor behind the development of a constitutional and proto-federal legal order was the
transformation of the system of preliminary references that the ECJ provoked in 1963-1964. Existing
research, mirroring the legitimating discourse of the Court itself, has interpreted the gradual rise in
the number of cases as proof of the progressive success of the ECJ in cooperating with national courts
and tapping into societal demand for European law.50 However, the number of preliminary references
was very low until the late 1970s, although it gradually increased from single digits throughout most
of the 1960s to three digits in 1978. The low number of cases reflected either a relative lack of societal
46
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demand, a lack of cooperation from national courts, or a combination of the two. It was only with the
Single European Act in 1986 that both societal demand for legal integration started to take off and
national courts began to more actively engage with the Luxembourg Court. The lack of success of
the preliminary reference system as an enforcement mechanism of European law forced Ehlermann
and the legal service of the Commission to pursue a new initiative that built on a combination of
detailed monitoring of how national administrations implemented European legislation and a
significant ramping up of infringement charges by the Commission against member states. 51
However, despite this limited success, the preliminary reference mechanism still produced enough
cases with pertinent questions about the nature of European law to allow the ECJ to expand its
constitutional case law. This suggests that we should probably focus less on structural and
institutional factors when attempting to explain the development of the preliminary reference
mechanism before 1986. 52 Indeed, the central questions appear to be firstly what brought the
preliminary reference mechanism to life and secondly how, without being ignited by societal demand
or widespread support from national courts, it was possible to produce relevant cases that the ECJ
could use to expand its constitutional doctrines.
Although the preliminary reference mechanism has not been studied systematically by historians,
recent historical work contributes to a new understanding of how the mechanism developed. We have
discussed above how the Netherlands brought the mechanism into life in the first half of the 1960s
and how the ECJ could use questions sent from Dutch courts to re-shape the mechanism into one of
enforcement through private litigation. That said, what factors drove the slowly increasing flow of
preliminary references from other member states in the 1960s and 1970s? New political science and
historical research on Italy and France provides new and interesting answers. Exploring the role of
Italian courts and lawyers in the preliminary reference mechanism, Tom Pavone has recently
demonstrated that Italian courts generally ignored European law until the 1990s. 53 Instead, the key
impetus behind sending preliminary references came from a very small circle of lawyers who held
strongly pro-European views. Of the first 89 Italian preliminary references sent from 1964 to 1980,
60 cases were produced by the same four lawyers, including former ECJ judge Nicola Catalano and
former member of the legal service Wilma Viscardini. Moreover, it was not unusual for lawyers to
formulate the preliminary references sent by the national judge.54
In France, as demonstrated by Alexandre Bernier, the use of the preliminary references system itself
was the object of a hidden battle between two loose networks of Gaullist and Christian Democratic
politicians and jurists who held very different views on how French courts should interact with the
ECJ. In this battle, many of the most important preliminary references from French courts, along with
prominent national cases on European law such as the famous Jacques Vabre case of the Cour de
Cassation in 1975, were the result of pro-European lawyers and judges attempting to promote the
influence of European law in France. To counter such moves, during extended periods in the 1960s
and 1970s, the Gaullists managed to use their repeated control of governmental power to enforce a
51
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system in which preliminary references had to be sent to the foreign ministry for political control.55
To the results of these two member state case studies we can add that not only did a number of the
most prominent ECJ judgments come from test cases produced by pro-European lawyers, including
Van Gend en Loos (1963), Costa v. E.N.E.L. (1964), the Defrenne cases (1971 and 1976) and Cassi
di Dijon (1979), one of the most important and heralded breakthroughs for the reception of European
law in the member states, the Le ski judgment by the Belgian Cour de Cassation judgment in 1971,
owed much to the influence and ideas of a militant pro-European jurist, namely, Ganshof van der
Meersch.56
In conclusion, it is increasingly well documented that the sending of preliminary references from
1958 to 1986 was not driven by societal demand or increasing cooperation from national courts.
Rather, it was pro-European lawyers and judges who both quantitatively and qualitatively played a
key role in sending preliminary references. Only in the 1980s did societal demand seriously kick in,
and with the success of the SEA, national courts had to come to terms with European law more
systematically. This new understanding of the early history of the preliminary reference mechanism
does not mean that it was not important to the ECJ. Indeed, the mechanism proved crucial in the
1960s and 1970s because many of the preliminary references sent were key cases formulated by proEuropean lawyers and judges, who knew just where ECJ case law needed to be further developed.
What, then, characterised the constitutional case law of the ECJ? The core of the interpretative
repertoire was an emphasis of the effet utile of European legal norms in achieving the political
(federal) and material objectives of the Treaties of Rome over alternative interpretations. This allowed
the ECJ to carve a proto-federal legal order out of a disparate set of international treaties that hardly
provided a coherent legal underpinning for a common market and a political community. The vision
required the development of key doctrines such as primacy, basic rights, external identity, and state
liability that were not explicitly mentioned in the treaties, and it included a generous interpretation of
the general competences of the EC to empower the supranational institutions. By 1990, the ECJ had
developed what it understood as an autonomous European legal order that had primacy over national
law, including constitutions, in which treaty articles and legislation often had a direct effect (even if
the ECJ had to limit the direct effect of Council directives because of resistance from national courts)
in the national legal orders. The material part of the treaties was generally transformed from political
objectives to be achieved through Council legislation to constitutional rights with direct effect that
citizens could rely on before national courts. Transforming the core policies of the common market
into the constitutional rights of the citizens arguably made later reform difficult. The legal order also
guaranteed basic rights (here the ECJ responded to the critique by national courts that primacy
endangered nationally guaranteed basic rights) and held states liable for wrongful or delayed
implementation of European law. Finally, the legal order directly contributed to the building of a
European polity both by systematically strengthening the external and internal competences of the
EC and by improving the constitutional standing of the European Parliament vis-à-vis other
institutions. Although it carefully listened to the critique from national courts, particularly with regard
to the expansion of direct effect and the question of basic rights, the Court certainly did not hesitate
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to draw the full constitutional logic of the initial revolution. Overall, the ECJ demonstrated a
remarkable audacity in building a constitutional and proto-federal European legal order. 57
As we have seen, since the ECJ had 1963-64 used the notion of a ‘new legal order’ to describe
European law, avoiding explicit constitutional language. In the 1970s, ECJ judges had to conduct a
rear-guard action in debates with national jurists and reject the widespread critique that the Court had
overstretched its mandate and become a gouvernement de juge. 58 When and how, then, did the
constitutional discourse that had been used openly in the 1950s return to European law? Essentially,
it was the establishment of a transnational field of European legal scholars that laid the groundwork
for a return of the constitutional discourse. The legal service of the Commission worked hard from
the 1960s to the 1980s to consolidate a transnational field of European legal academia to link and
shape the slowly emerging academic fields of European law in the member states. The result was the
formation of the Fédération internationale pour le droit Européen (FIDE) in 1961, support for key
academic journals such as the Common Market Law Review, where Ehlermann became editor in the
1970s, and close contacts with the Department of Law of the new European University Institute (EUI)
from 1976 onwards. 59 It was exactly in the interface between academic research and the European
institutions that a new scientific paradigm developed that relaunched a European constitutional
discourse. At first (in the 1960s and 1970s), the discipline of European law seemingly colluded with
the ECJ’s efforts to reject accusations of activism by focusing scholarly energy on formalist analyses
of European law, employing the terminology of the ‘new legal order’ and generally sidestepping
discussions on the nature of European law. However, this would gradually change after Eric Stein, in
a 1978 conference paper that was published in 1981, proposed the notion that the ECJ had built a
constitutionalised European legal order. 60 This theory was used and substantiated in the huge
Integration-Through-Law research project created by EUI Professor Mauro Cappelletti and led by a
young doctoral student and soon to be professor, Joseph Weiler, in close cooperation with the legal
service of the Commission. Not only did this project introduce a method of law in context, through
comparisons with the US experience of legal integration, it also proclaimed that the ECJ had
developed a proto-federal legal order that had to be analysed as a de facto constitution for Europe.61
The 1980s would generally see a mobilisation in favour of institutional reform of the EC. It was no
coincidence that the Department of Law of the EUI was deeply involved when the European
Parliament in 1984 launched a Draft Treaty establishing a European Union. The initiative was taken
by the prominent Italian federalist, Altiero Spinelli, who worked closely with the Department of Law
of the EUI to produce a proper European constitution that included a bill of rights (drafted by Joseph
Weiler, Jean-Paul Jacqué and Meinhard Hilf). In the last half of the 1980s, the new constitutional
paradigm gained credibility because the new dynamics of the integration process prompted by the
SEA seemingly confirmed the viability of European federalism. In the end, even the ECJ embraced
the constitutional language in the famous Les Verts judgment of 198662 and in the writings of key
57
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judges in the late 1980s, who now openly admitted that the European legal order the Court had
constructed was indeed of a constitutional nature.63
By 1990, a constitutional practice in European law had been established in the EC, including a protofederal legal order and a legitimating constitutional discourse. The legal component of Hallstein’s
federal project had blossomed and was ready for a major reform of the EC that could codify the results
achieved and finally secure formal popular acceptance. However, much to the disappointment of
supranational institutions, federalists and pro-European lawyers, the majority of member states
opposed this development and created a very different EU with the national governments in the
drivers’ seat. To explain this, we will take a closer look at how the Council and the member states
reacted to the development of a constitutional practice in European law.
Reluctant responses to the constitutional practice in European law before Maastricht
Until now, legal scholars and political scientists have assumed that the Council and individual
governments accepted the constitutional practice in European law relatively quickly. As a
consequence, it was believed that national administrations and courts, despite some resistance 64 ,
progressively began to implement and apply the lessons of ECJ case law. New historical research has
revised this interpretation considerably. The Council, national governments, administrations and
courts reacted much more critically than hitherto believed to the advances towards a constitutional
practice in European law. Indeed, opposition ran deep in most member states in the 1960s and 1970s
and laid the groundwork for the pushback against the plans of the Delors Commission to take a
significant step towards a federal Europe in the negotiations on the Maastricht Treaty.
What were the general attitudes of the national governments to the advances of the constitutional
practice in ECJ case law? Since the preliminary reference mechanism offered national governments
an opportunity to present their opinions before the Court, we can map their views to the most
important cases. Even if national governments were primarily driven by material concerns in court
cases, the trend is clear; they almost consistently opposed major constitutional doctrines in the 1960s
and 1970s.65 However, if that was the case, why did they not intervene to curb the powers of the ECJ
early on? This is explained by several intertwined factors.
At the European level, a divide emerged between the governments in the mid-1960s over the
constitutional interpretation of European law launched by the ECJ. National governments and
administrations were aware early on of the new direction of ECJ case law, but the legal, economic
and political consequences at that time were negligible.66 Despite this, France wanted to curb the
Court by redesigning the preliminary references system, which it was believed had been manipulated
by the ECJ. The opportunity to press for reform presented itself in the negotiations over the so-called
Luxembourg protocol of the 1968 Brussels Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of
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judgments in civil and commercial matters that was negotiated from the mid-1960s to 1970. The
Luxembourg protocol was supposed to confer jurisdiction on the ECJ in the Convention based on a
preliminary reference system. During the negotiations it became clear that despite very vocal protests
from the ECJ behind the scenes, the French, Belgian and German governments wanted to limit the
use of preliminary references to national courts of last instance only. Much to the chagrin of the ECJ,
the Luxembourg protocol was modelled on this position. However, when the French government
attempted to use the protocol as a springboard to also reform the preliminary reference system inside
the EC, the other five member states supported the status quo.67
Later attempts by France or Germany to discuss controversial judgments such as the Franz Grad
case68 or the ERTA case69 in the Council were blocked by the Dutch and Luxembourg governments.70
The enlargement of 1973 did not change the split in the Council, even though British governments
supported French scepticism vis-à-vis the Court. When the Council decision of 1974 to establish a
Court of First Instance was discussed in 1978, for example, the British government proposed to
enhance the role of the national governments in court procedures, including the preliminary reference
mechanism. This controversial proposal was met with a clear rejection from the Dutch and Belgian
governments. Supported by several other member states, they pointed out that the establishment of a
Court of First Instance should not be hijacked by more fundamental discussions concerning reform
of the European legal system.71 A final example of the division of the Council on European law came
in 1979 during the annual meeting of the foreign ministers at the Schloss Gymnich in Erftstadt. The
French government had asked for a debate on the ECJ in reaction to the Potatoes case and the recent
ECJ decision not to allow member states individually to accede to the International Atomic Energy
Agency.72 At the meeting, the smaller states – including the new member state of Denmark – rallied
to the defence of the Court and blocked any attempts at wider reform.73
Despite these episodic discussions about the ECJ by national governments in the 1960s and 1970s, it
is quite clear that a comprehensive reform was never at the top of the agenda of any of the
governments during this period. The only example of something resembling an outright rebellion
against the ECJ came in 1979. In a unique move, the French National assembly approved the socalled Aurillac amendment, which obliged French courts to accept political control over how
European law was applied in France. However, even though French President Giscard d’Estaing was
highly dissatisfied with the ECJ in the late 1970s, the political consequences of an open break with
European law were so serious that his administration made sure the French senate did not back the
amendment.74
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The lack of urgency of ECJ reform among national governments was a direct result of the relative
lack of impact that ECJ case law had on the member states. A few cases such as E.R.T.A had an
immediate impact, but generally the resistance from national administrations and courts towards
adapting to the European legal order meant that the effects of ECJ case law were contained at the
national level. At the administrative level, the resistance to European law resulted from at least two
factors. Firstly, the tradition of parliamentary sovereignty and lack of judicial review in member states
such as the Netherlands, Belgium and Denmark went hand in hand with the tradition of legally
flexible and ‘pragmatic’ solutions to political and economic problems, which national courts would
generally hesitate to correct.75 Thus ECJ case law was ignored or contained not only in member states
that more openly disputed it, such as France, Britain and occasionally Germany and Italy, but also in
several of the smaller member states that defended the ECJ against reform. Secondly, most member
states considered the EC to belong to the realm of foreign policy at least until the 1980s. As a result,
national administrations took significant liberties when dealing with legal doctrines in recent ECJ
case law and generally adapted European rules so they fitted particular national circumstances and
interests. Denmark, for example, systematically attempted to contain the impact of ECJ case law. 76
How did national courts and legal elites respond to the constitutional interpretation of European law?
This dimension of member state reception has been studied in great detail in the law and politics
scholarship.77 Again, recent historical research revises the established interpretations, at least to an
extent. National courts were generally very reluctant to cooperate with the ECJ. This only changed
when the new dynamics of European integration after the SEA forced national courts to take European
law more seriously. National courts were generally conservative, steeped in the traditions of national
constitutionalism and protective of their jurisdiction and central societal position. They seemed at
first to regard European law as foreign and part of international law. Moreover, before the 1990s,
national judges generally lacked the training necessary to fully understand and engage with European
law. 78 Patterns of cooperation through the preliminary reference mechanism, which have been
identified by researchers were – as we have seen above – typically driven by a limited circle of proEuropean judges and lawyers, rather than courts more generally. In some countries, the use by
national courts of the preliminary reference system was further constrained by national
administrations through informal methods. In France in the 1970s, some governments even formally
ordered national courts not to cooperate with the ECJ through the preliminary reference system.79
The most important exception to this phenomenon was the Netherlands, where courts from early on
cooperated with the ECJ through the preliminary reference mechanism.80
Supreme and Constitutional Courts in particular found it difficult to accept some of the key
constitutional doctrines of the ECJ. The endangering of national fundamental rights caused by the
primacy of European law moved the Italian Constitutional Court in Frontini (1973) and the German
Constitutional Court in Solange (1974) to breach the proclaimed autonomy of European law. To the
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German Constitutional Court, the fundamental rights guaranteed by national constitutions had to be
guarded until the day the EC guaranteed those same rights at the European level. 81 Consequently, the
Solange judgment was the beginning of a long and difficult process whereby the EC was forced to
respond and attempt to secure fundamental rights at the European level. The ECJ’s contribution to a
solution came with the Hauer judgment of 197982 and at the political level, the Council, Commission
and the European Parliament, but not the Court, made a joint declaration in 1978 in which they
voluntarily bound themselves to the European Convention of Human Rights.83 Another example of
the resistance of national Supreme and Constitutional Courts to the doctrinal innovation of the ECJ
came when the latter expanded its direct effect to certain types of directives. This caused an uproar
in the House of Lords in Britain, the Conseil d’Etat and the National Assembly in France and the
Bundesfinanzgericht in Germany. In the end, guided by the legal service of the Commission, the ECJ
chose to limit the direct effect of directives to exclude the horizontal effect, implying that private
parties could not draw upon a directive against each other in court.84 Also, the claim for the full
autonomy of European law, the doctrine of primacy, was not readily accepted by Supreme and
Constitutional Courts in Britain, Germany, France, Denmark and Italy. 85 However, despite this
resistance of Supreme and Constitutional Courts to the constitutional case law of the ECJ, it is also
clear that the former operated under serious constraints nationally. They could not completely break
with European law because that would endanger the membership of the EC, which in most member
states were backed by a broad parliamentary majority. Even in France, the political consensus for
EC-membership was sufficiently strong to moderate the reactions of the Conseil d’État against the
ECJ in 1979-1980. In Germany, the Solange judgment created enormous political pressure on the
Constitutional Court by the government to find a solution that would not endanger German EC
membership.86
What characterised the responses of the member states to the development of the constitutional
practice from the 1960s to the early 1980s? Generally, it seems clear that the battle over the
constitutional practice was only a sideshow in the European policy of the member states. National
governments could not agree to reign the ECJ in, but the general resistance of national administrations
and courts meant that the actual impact of its case law was fairly limited. The judicialisation of
European politics was still very modest. The economic, social and political reality of European
integration until the early 1980s, as has been noted by economic historians, was one of segmented
national markets. Integration-through-law by means of the case law of the ECJ in the field of common
market regulations, for example, had little concrete impact before the SEA. 87 Can we nevertheless
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detect a progressive acceptance of European law by national courts? There was certainly a growing
interaction between national courts and the ECJ in the 1970s; in particular, Dutch courts willingly cooperated with the Court in Luxembourg. In the other member states, important national courts such
as the French Cour de Cassation and the Belgian Cour de Cassation came out in favour of the
constitutional practice of the ECJ as a result of the actions of pro-European jurists. However, the
picture was generally one of a lack of interaction and a general ignorance among national judges
about European law. In addition, the dynamic development of the ECJ’s constitutional case law in
the 1970s provoked the Supreme and Constitutional Courts of Italy, Germany and France to open
opposition. By 1979-1980, it looked for a brief moment as though the constitutional case law of the
ECJ might even be opposed by a broad coalition of national courts across the EC.88 However, with
the new dynamics of European integration from 1986 onwards, the fortunes of European law changed.
After the SEA in 1986, the Single Market project quickly became a matter of the highest national
interest for the member states. As a consequence, the European legal order was locked in as the
indispensable legal foundation of the Single Market. To national administrations and courts, the
political importance of the Single Market made it much more difficult to contain the effects of the
European legal order and new ECJ case law. European integration was consequently judicialized to
a much more significant extent than before, but without trumping politics. .In Denmark, for example,
the long-standing tradition of containing the effects of ECJ case law had to adapt to the new reality
in which infringement cases raised by the Commission and preliminary references sent by Danish
courts threatened national solutions to socio-economic problems that were on the borderline of
legality with respect to European law.89 However, despite the new success of European integration,
this momentum did not lead to the federal reform of the EC that the Delors Commission had hoped
for, nor did it bring about a codification of the constitutional practice.
The reactions from the member states took different shapes. At the political level, the negotiations of
the Maastricht Treaty from 1990 to 1991 saw a majority of national governments rejecting the plans
for federalisation proposed by the Delors Committee. Instead, the Maastricht Treaty turned out to be
a major defeat to European federalists and supranational institutions. The formal recognition of the
European Council as the leading institution and the pillar structure that undermined the constitutional
unity of the new EU constituted an unequivocal rejection of European federalism. In addition,
national governments made it clear that they were willing to actively restrict the judicial independence
of the ECJ by the strongest possible means of Treaty revision in the so-called Barber protocol that
limited the retrospective impact of the controversial Barber judgment of 1988 on the early payment
of retirement pensions.90
The political response to the new dynamics of European integration was accompanied by a legal
response. Between 1989 and 1993, three Supreme or Constitutional courts from the largest member
states, the Italian Constitutional Court (1989), the French Conseil d’État (1989) and the German
Constitutional Court (1993), came out with judgments in which they attempted to adapt to the new
dynamics of European integration while rejecting a constitutional interpretation of European law. 91
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On the one hand, there was no way they could ignore the political importance of the Single Market.
Consequently, they were forced to accept the proto-federal legal order the ECJ had built through its
constitutional case law, including the most controversial doctrine of primacy. This implied that
national court systems now had to contribute more actively to the functioning of the European legal
order that underpinned the Single Market. On the other hand, these same judgments emphasised that
the competences of the EU could not be regarded as autonomous (or constitutional); were instead
delegated on the basis of national constitutions.
The message from the member states seemed clear. Even if the success of the Single Market meant
that the legal order developed by the ECJ had been locked into the institutional and legal fabric of the
new EU, the constitutional claim of the ECJ and the federal ambitions of the Delors Commission
were both rejected. Overall, the Maastricht Treaty and the reaction by the most prominent national
courts were the culmination of long-term national scepticism and resistance to the constitutional
practice of the ECJ.
Continued reluctance to the constitutional practice of European law after Maastricht
With the ambiguous nature of the stand-off of the early 1990s, it was an open question how European
law would develop in the following decades. What we have found is a continuation of the uneasy
standoff of the Maastricht Treaty, albeit with no sign that the prominence of state power in the EU
has been weakened. Firstly, the constitutional practice was continued by the supranational institutions
and European legal scholars and played a key role in formulating and mobilising support for the
Constitutional Treaty. However, European constitutionalism failed to achieve the codification of the
constitutional nature of the EU or popular endorsement. Secondly, the trend towards the dominance
of state power and intergovernmental cooperation unleashed by the Maastricht Treaty further
developed in new policy fields and is now one of the central features of the EU. Reflecting this trend,
the ECJ proved generally more responsive to pressure from national governments. Finally, although
the locking in of the proto-federal legal order attributable to the Single Market constituted an
important step towards judicialising European politics, a new pro-active judicial policy of the national
governments both individually, and occasionally collectively in the Council, developed to mitigate
and occasionally overturn the most controversial case law of the ECJ.
It is not surprising that the constitutional practice was continued after the Maastricht Treaty. Both the
fact that the ECJ had developed a proto-federal legal order and the investments in the constitutional
practice by the supranational institutions and EU law scholars made it difficult to find a suitable
alternative. Moreover, the last word with regards to defining the nature of the new EU had not been
expressed. While legal scholars indulged themselves in new types of constitutional theory,
supranational institutions again began to promote a constitutional solution starting in the mid-1990s.
The mobilisation of constitutional ideas and legal techniques was performed by actors such as the
legal service of the Commission, joined by similar services from the European Parliament and the
Council. In particular the legal service of the Council would have the main responsibility for treaty
reform from the Maastricht Treaty onwards and became increasingly central. The justification used
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this time was technical. The constant treaty reforms of the 1990s with the Treaty of Amsterdam (1998)
and the Treaty of Nice (2001), combined with the increasing patchwork of opt outs, enhanced
cooperation and the pillar structure created a serious need for legal rationalisation. This depoliticised
and technical claim went hand in hand with the underlying political and federal agenda of important
segments of the European Parliament. The solutions offered were the same as those discussed from
the 1970s onwards and their implications went well beyond technicalities. They included a simplified
constitutional treaty, the legal personality of the Union, the codification of the ECJ case law, including
supremacy, and the inclusion of a bill of fundamental rights. The belief was – because of the mindset
of the legal experts and the pro-European politicians involved – that the simplification of the founding
document of the EU and the bill of rights would increase the legitimacy of the EU. The problem was
how to bring back the question of constitutional reform on the political agenda.
The opportunity presented itself between 2001 and 2004. The negative experience of the
intergovernmental conference of Nice, combined with the pressure of the oncoming Eastern
enlargement and arguably public pressure to increase the legitimacy of the EU, apparently persuaded
national governments to find alternative ways to reform the EU.92 The mandate given by the Laerken
declaration in 2001 was relatively vague. However, the convention established to prepare the
intergovernmental conference presented an opportunity for supranational institutions and federalist
politicians to push for constitutional reform. Even though the national governments eventually
renegotiated the constitutional treaty developed by the convention, this was a unique chance to codify
the constitutional legal order developed by the ECJ and obtain a formal popular endorsement of the
constitutional nature of the EU. The failed ratification process in which the voters of France and the
Netherlands rejected the Constitutional Treaty signalled the end of the constitutional dream. Although
the Treaty of Lisbon in 2008 picked up the pieces and introduced all the major institutional reforms
of the failed Constitutional Treaty, it completely abandoned the constitutional language.93
With the failure of the Constitutional Treaty, the trend consolidated by the Maastricht Treaty towards
a range of new methods of cooperation outside – or partially outside - the scope of the supranational
institutions was not reversed. Such new methods mushroomed in the 1990s and the 2000s and
included framework directives, soft law, economic instruments and the open method of coordination
in which the Court had no role. In addition, differentiated integration with opt-ins, opt-outs,
exemptions and enhanced cooperation brought significant diversity into the EU legal order. 94 This in
turn limited the relative influence of the ECJ on the integration process during the post-Maastricht
period. 95 The new reality of European integration apparently moved the Court to adopt a more
conciliatory stance vis-à-vis the political interests of the member state. Perhaps the period was
therefore marked by a lack of major new doctrinal developments of the magnitude of the period before
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1990.96 In addition, we see that in the central area of monetary and economic governance, the ECJ
repeatedly demonstrated its new political sensitivity in judgments on monetary and economic
governance, such as the Pringle97 and the Outright Monetary Transactions98 cases. Here we find legal
reasoning that supported the political positions of EU institutions and national governments, with
little attention paid to Treaty constraints.99 Post-Maastricht ‘high politics’ were addressed beyond the
realm of the Court.
When we turn to day-to-day politics post-Maastricht, the key question is the extent to which the
judicialisation created by the locking in of the European legal order around 1990 now shaped
European politics. It has been argued by recent research that it indeed structured the relationship
between law and politics and foreclosed the range of political options available to national
governments.100 New ECJ case law is particularly difficult to handle in the EU, it is claimed, because
the fragmentation of the EU political branches and the short-termism of elected politicians make it
impossible to establish the political majorities required to rein in the Court.101 Thus, pro-integrative
rulings are effectively insulated from political override102, and for this reason the EU legislature has
become the agent of the Court.103
That said, the theoretical presentation of judicialisation relies on a dyadic view of potential political
responses to law, being either override, i.e., reverse or overrule legal integration, or codify in which
jurisprudence is accepted by the EU legislator and written into legislation. This dichotomous view of
the interaction between law and politics disregards other types of responses through which politics
effectively mark dissatisfaction with legal integration. New political science research shows that in
reality, both override and codification are rare responses to pro-integrative rulings, as both responses
face equally high thresholds in the EU political system.104 For legal integration to be codified in the
post-Maastricht period, three veto points have to be overcome: (1) the Commission must present a
proposal to codify the case law of the Court, (2) the Council’s common position must adopt this
codification and mobilise a qualified majority among the member states, and (3) the European
Parliament must adopt the codification of judicial decision making by a plenary majority.
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Empirical evidence presents a broader range of political responses to judicial integration through
which the Court is pushed back105, which have come to condition judicial influence on policy outputs.
EU political actors can modify the implications of legal rulings through secondary law by inserting
special clauses and allow for more national executive control. 106 In addition, non-compliance or
contained compliance with ECJ decisions at the national level are typical responses to innovative
ECJ rulings.107 Whereas override is a rare outcome, a credible threat thereof has proven sufficient to
make the Court readjust its position.108
These different types of responses manifest in the post-Maastricht period. The single market has been
presented as a core example of judicialisation,109, but here also we find strong political pushbacks. In
a string of controversial judgments, the Court adopted an expansive interpretation, extending crossborder welfare to non-economically active EU migrants 110, applying Single Market provisions to the
healthcare sector 111 and restricting the right to take collective action. 112 However, subsequent
political responses show the limited effect of judicialisation.
In the wake of the severe politicisation of EU citizens’ right to cross-border welfare, termed ‘welfare
tourism’, the Court took a sharp turn in its case law.113 Legal scholars have characterised this turn as
an example of a restrictive judicial approach 114 , a ‘reactionary phase’ 115 or even a ‘pre-Rome’
stage 116 . Likewise, in extending welfare rights across borders based on the Treaty’s European
citizenship, the politically adopted conditionalities in secondary legislation to access such rights now
constitute the ECJ’s new reference point. 117 In healthcare, the EU legislature adopted a much
slimmer, and nationally manageable, directive on patients’ rights than what a codification of Court
jurisprudence would have implied.118 This political compromise allowed for considerable national
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control of when cross-border healthcare shall be authorised. Subsequent studies on the
implementation of the national control measures show that member states have made extensive use
thereof, limiting the impact of the Court’s jurisprudence. So far, the Court has not challenged this
legislative response. Instead it has turned to a more ‘tempered’ approach 119 and ‘fine-tuned’ its
jurisprudence120 in line with the position of the member states.121 With regards to the right to take
collective actions, which was challenged by the infamous Viking and Laval cases, new research has
underlined the limited national impact of these judgments. Comparing the legal and legislative
responses to these landmark rulings in eight member states, a real impact was only identified in
Sweden and the UK, whereas in Poland, Italy, Greece, Germany, Estonia and Austria, the national
systems did not really react to the rulings. In most of the examined countries, neither the national
legislature nor the courts even discussed or cited the cases.122 Also here more recent case-law of the
Court is indeed more tempered and more in sync with the political and societal concerns expressed
post-Laval.123
In conclusion, the post-Maastricht period is deeply shaped by the failure of the constitutional practice
to take the decisive step towards formally codifying the constitutional nature of the EU and having it
democratically endorsed. This meant that the central role of state power cemented in the Maastricht
Treaty increasingly shaped the EU, which has led to a relative decline in the Court’s influence on the
integration process. New modes of governance were deliberately shielded from Court influence, and
the latter adjusted its legal reasoning alongside political positions in relation to economic integration.
Even inside what constituted the first pillar, the old resistance and containment characterising the
member states’ responses to constitutional practice before 1986 took a new shape in a pro-active
judicial policy of the national governments both individually and collectively in the EU legislature to
mitigate and sometimes overturn ECJ case law. As noted by Granger124, it seems that the empirical
evidence used to support a progressive narrative of European law limits itself to landmark cases, but
when we bring in different cases or examine their ability to generate social change, a more nuanced
picture emerges. The theoretical claims of an unrestrained Court – or the EU legislature as its agent
– seem fundamentally wrong.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, let us briefly summarise the new interpretation of the development of European law
we have presented above and revisit the claim by the mainstream literature that European law has
experienced a successful process of constitutionalisation. At the core of our article was a detailed
exploration of the emergence and consolidation of what we called a constitutional practice composed
of a constitutional interpretation of European law and a constitutional discourse to legitimise it. We
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discovered that from the outset, the constitutional practice was intimately connected with European
federalism and the wish for self-empowerment on the part of supranational institutions. Launched
under the Hallstein Commission in the early 1960s as part of its federalist agenda for developing the
nascent EC, it was supported by a close alliance of the three supranational institutions in the decades
that followed. In addition, the emerging field of European legal scholarship found its rationale as a
subset of the legal discipline in the constitutional interpretation and would generally tend to legitimate
the case law of the ECJ. Eventually, it was from the academic field, in close connection with the
Commission and the ECJ, that a genuine constitutional discourse finally emerged in the 1980s.
Societal demand for legal integration was diffuse and limited before the 1980s, so in general, the key
interlocutors in the member states that helped drive the development of ECJ case law and the piecemeal acceptance of the constitutional practice of European law at the national level were a relatively
small group of pro-European politicians, lawyers and judges who wanted to promote Europe. Overall,
the constitutional practice constituted an important self-empowerment strategy of the supranational
institutions that justified through law their political ambitions for European unification and
federalisation.
This article also revealed the tension that the emergence and consolidation of the constitutional
practice in European law created inside the EC/EU. The fact that European federalism never
succeeded in taking the major political steps towards creating a fully autonomous and federally
structured European political system was an underlying reason for this. We demonstrated that the
member states only reluctantly came to terms with the constitutional practice of European law, with
very deep-seated resistance existing both among certain national governments and more generally
within national administrations and courts. The lack of reactions from national governments to the
constitutional practice were caused early on by a split in the Council over the question. This split
secured the ECJ against intervention, but it also meant that the Council could not agree to codify the
constitutional doctrines of the new legal order. Instead of a progressive acceptance, it was the
momentous economic and political dynamics created by the Single Market project in the last half of
the 1980s that forced the member states to come to terms with the constitutional practice of European
law. On the one hand, this led to a de facto acceptance by national administrations and courts of how
the constitutionalised European legal order worked. On the other hand, national governments rejected
federalism in the Maastricht Treaty and several of the most prominent national Constitutional and
Supreme courts rejected the constitutional claim of the ECJ, leading to a new stalemate would shape
legal integration after 1993.
In the post-Maastricht setting, the political actors of European integration continued to oppose
unwanted jurisprudence and by creating new modes of governance beyond the judicial realm, they
limited the scope and relative importance of the ECJ’s constitutional practice. The failed attempt of
the Constitutional Treaty did not change this trend. In addition, in the internal market in which the
constitutional practice is otherwise found to be the strongest, the EU legislature has pushed back
controversial legal decisions and modified their implications. We also see that the Court itself at times
accepts and adjusts to political corrections. In day-to-day politics post-Maastricht, the dialogues
between the ECJ and the EU legislature were central, but it was not the former shadowing and
foreclosing the actions of the latter. Instead of theoretical claims of one being the agent of the other,
empirics presents a different picture in which an inter-institutional dialogue unfolds over time and
through which the scope and limits of European law are dynamically established. In this process, law
does not present itself as the core factor in European politics. Instead, a more nuanced institutional
dialogue shapes and directs the course of integration.
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Let us finally revisit the mainstream interpretation of how European law developed from 1950 to the
present day and compare it with the new results presented above. Even if it is relatively old, Weiler’s
interpretation of the development of European law from 1950 to 1990 still stands as the mainstream
explanation in law and politics studies. Our account offers a mixture of revision and refinement of
Weiler’s famous work, which, it should be remembered, did not have the luxury of access to archival
sources. Firstly, the new historical research gives a refined understanding of the actors and institutions
promoting the constitutional practice in European law that goes beyond Court-centred explanations.
Secondly, we describe in new empirical detail how member states reacted to the development of a
constitutional practice both at the European and the state level. This allows us to understand the
general lack of response at the Council level to the constitutional practice before the Maastricht Treaty
due to the persistent split between national governments. It also gives us a new and more profound
understanding of the nature of resistance and containment of the member states and how it was the
Single Market that forced the latter to come to terms with the new proto-federal legal order the Court
had developed. In our view, the rejection of the constitutional practice by the member states in the
early 1990s was thus a result of persistent trends of resistance rather than the result of majority voting
of the SEA, as theorised by Weiler.
Taking a closer look at the work of political scientists that further developed the constitutionalisation
interpretation in the 1990s, the new evidence questions whether the consolidation of the constitutional
practice occurred because of the economic and societal forces highlighted by Stone Sweet and Alter,
respectively. New historical research on France and Italy suggests that pro-European lawyers and
judges were a key factor behind what was still a relatively low number of preliminary references in
the 1960s and 1970s. If litigation by transnational firms was significant, it was only in the last half of
the 1980s that it really became a major dynamic producing ECJ case law. Alter’s explanation that
lower courts competed with courts of last instances for influence seems at best a partial explanation;
indeed, many of the cases explored by Alter can better be explained by focusing on the pro-European
ideology of the involved lawyers or judges. Likewise, recent sociological research that claims a
prominent role for law and jurists in the European construction has, because of its focus on the
supranational institutions, underestimated not only the role and influence of national actors but also
the role of the Council in constraining and even resisting the impact of the constitutional practice.
Finally, the work of Peter Lindseth demonstrates that the administrative sources of European law
were prominent from the outset and shaped some of the institutional and legal solutions developed in
the history of European integration. However, in light of our findings, the lack of attention given by
Lindseth to the profound role of the battle over the constitutional practice in the history of European
law means that the character of his work is more a legal scholar’s analysis of the nature of European
law through historical examples than a historian or social scientist’s attempt to give a balanced
empirical account of the overall development of European law.
Although we began this article by saying that we did not want to engage directly with the debate of
legal scholars on the nature of European law, we cannot fully escape it, considering that our
conclusion is that the EU has not been successfully constitutionalised. Legal scholars disagree about
whether the legal basis of a political entity can obtain constitutional status gradually over time or
whether it requires a constitutional moment in which the broader public endorses it. 125 If the latter is
the criterion, the EU did not manage to pull it off in 2005. Depending on the yardstick applied, it is
certainly arguable that the development of a constitutional practice in European law supported by
supranational institutions and European legal scholars does indeed constitute a process of
125
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and D. Grimm, ‘The Democratic Costs of Constitutionalisation:’ op.cit.
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constitutionalisation. However, there are two key reasons that we suggest this process has not been
successful. Firstly, the constitutional practice was never fully accepted by the member states, and the
role of state power and the new methods of intergovernmental cooperation that have developed in
recent decades suggest that the EU has become a much more complex phenomenon, which
constitutional theory eagerly attempts to fit within new categories. Secondly, notions of European
constitutionalism have not yet attracted popular legitimacy across the EU. Maybe the deeper reason
for this lack of impact on the popular imagination, compared to the relatively more successful national
constitutional processes in the 19th and 20th centuries, is that a European Constitutional project today
competes with well-entrenched national constitutional traditions, which are closely intertwined with
the national identities of the member states.
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